Structures and energetics of base flipping of the thymine dimer depend on DNA sequence.
The cis,syn-cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) is a photoinduced DNA lesion leading to a significant distortion of the DNA structure. Its repair by DNA photolyase requires a flip of the damaged base into an extrahelical position. This base flip is expected to be sequence-dependent, but the structures and energetics as a function of the bases 3' and 5' to the CPD lesion are unknown. Eight-nanosecond MD simulations of four different hexadecamer duplexes with the CPD were performed for the flipped-in and flipped-out structures. Analysis of these results indicates clear sequence-dependent differences. Significant disruptions of the base pairs to the 3' side of the CPD are observed for the flipped-out structures with adjacent A-T pairs, whereas those with G-C pairs adjacent show no such distortions. The conformational spaces occupied by these two duplexes are significantly different. The structural differences correlate well with the free energy differences for base flipping calculated using the previously established 2D potential of mean force (PMF) method. The energy differences for base flipping in duplexes containing A, T, G, and C pairs adjacent to the CPD were found to be 6.25-6.5, 5.25-5.5, 7.25-7.5, and 6.5-6.75 kcal/mol, respectively. These energy differences of up to 2 kcal/mol should be large enough to be detected experimentally using sensitive probes.